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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

PORSCHE RS
by Constantin Bergander / Fabian Hoberg
Photography by Peter Besser
CONTENT:
On the occasion of the 911 Carrera RS’ 50th anniversary, this comprehensive and splendid
volume illustrates the complete and fascinating history of Porsche’s RS models.
Starting with 550 RS and 1500 RS, through the now legendary first 911 RS (with the wellknown ‘duck tail’) to the upcoming 992 GT3 RS (the prototype offering a preview of the next
generation of high-performace 911s), all the fabulous representatives are featured along with
detailed technical data and accompanied by emotional first-class imagery.
A very special piece of Porsche history and a high-quality collectors’ item and gift for all
Porsche and automotive enthusiasts!

Rights sold:
English world, French

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

256 pages
more than 300 photographs
hardcover
trim size 245 x 290 mm
retail price: € 69,ISBN 978-3-96664-543-0
Publication: November 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

by Jan-Henrik Muche
CONTENT:
More than 30 years after its presentation, the all-wheel drive car from Ingolstadt has long since
achieved cult status. When it was presented at the Geneva Motor Show in 1980, it was the
first mass-produced car with all-wheel drive. In the years that followed, the alliance of the four
rings with the world's best rally driver, Walter Röhrl, proved unbeatable. In the book on one of
the most interesting chapters of vehicle development, author Jan-Henrik Muche shows the
genesis from the first study to the first prototypes to series development.
The author has been editor-in-chief of PORSCHE FAHRER magazine for ten years. The
renowned motor journalist has already written the books "Porsche 924 and 944", "Audi
Quattro" and "The new big Opel GT book" for HEEL Verlag.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
176 pages
approx.200 colour photos
hardcover
trim size 245 x 290 mm
retail price: € 39.90
ISBN 978-3-96664-576-8
Publication: May 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR
TESLA DRIVERS
100 MUST-HAVE EXPERIENCES
by Roland Löwisch
CONTENT:
Which are the vital experiences of a Tesla driver? Many things just happen - envious looks
from "normal" drivers because the fuel is so expensive, interested questions from pensioners
who can't hear the engine, aggressive behaviour from SUV fuel guzzlers because they lose
every time they accelerate at the traffic lights, but don't learn from it ... Sovereignty and a smirk
always come along in the Tesla.
Nevertheless, there is a lot you want to experience yourself: becoming a member of the
exclusive Tesla Club, the Tesla meeting in Grünheide, a visit to the most beautiful e-charging
stations? Or a safety training course especially for e-car drivers?
This ultimate bucket list for all Tesla enthusiasts encourages 100 worthwhile, exciting,
sometimes a little nerdy and fun experiences that will definitely enrich travelling and living with
an automotive trendsetter. So: buckle up, start the engine without polluting the air and drive off
- let's start collecting unforgettable memories!

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

120 pages
many colour images
hardcover
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-572-0
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR
HARLEY DRIVERS
100 MUST-HAVE EXPERIENCES
by Uli Böckmann
CONTENT:
So what is the dream of every real Harley fan? The world's biggest meetings in Daytona Beach,
the "Daytona Bike Week" in March, or the "Sturgis Motorcycle Rally", which takes place every
year on the first Friday in August...? In addition to these quintessentially American meetings,
there are of course also numerous meetings, events and things to excite a Harley fan in
European countries – may it be a trip to the Bike Week on Mallorca or a trip to Sylt. And if you
like the sound of guitars, you shouldn't miss the Wacken Open Air. Those however who prefer
to stay at home, may watch the Harley Memorial cult films, besides "Easy Rider" of course also
"Terminator 2", the series "Sons of Anarchy" and others.
This ultimate bucket list for all Harley enthusiasts encourages 100 worthwhile, exciting,
sometimes loud but always fun experiences that will definitely enrich travelling and living with
a motorbike legend like the Harley. So saddle up, start the engine, ride off and collect
unforgettable memories!

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

120 pages
many colour images
hardcover
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-571-3
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR
YOUR CAMPER VAN
100 MUST-HAVE EXPERIENCES
by Roland Löwisch
CONTENT:
Whether self-builder, off-the-peg buyer, flexible or renter - here every motorhome driver will
find his personal highlights for an unforgettable holiday in a travelling hotel.
This bucket list offers serious, sometimes a little offbeat, but always exciting and entertaining
tips for wonderful and lasting memories. After all, a holiday in a motorhome is not just a hobby,
but an attitude, for some even a decision for life - but in any case a guarantee for individual
experiences. So, water tank freshly filled, gas bottles bought and on-board battery charged off to new adventures on the road, at the petrol station and above all somewhere in the world,
because motorhome owners know no limits.
The ultimate gift for all those who have already made the decision for the motorised sleeper or
are about to do so.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

120 pages
many colour images
hardcover
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-573-7
Publication: March 2023
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TITLE INFORMATION

CLASSIC CARS QUIZ BOOK
by Roland Löwisch & Stefan Schrahe
CONTENT
This new quiz book supplies 100 multiple choice questions at varying degrees of difficulty ready
to test every classic car enthusiast’s knowledge, suitable for experts from 5 – 99 years!
The volume covers classic cars from 6 decades of automotive history, including legendary
brands such as BMW, Porsche, VW, Alfa Romeo, but also a considerable number of lesser
known makes and models. Solutions and comprehensive explanations on all questions can be
found in the book’s appendix.
A great gift for everyone interested in the subject!

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

120 pages
approx. 150 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 148 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-517-1
Published October 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

MEMORY GAME

SUPERSPORTSCARS
by Constantin Klein
CONTENT
We are delighted to offer a new and playful access to the most exciting and powerful sportscars
– now available in a memory matching game, with type description and horsepower!
A great brain jogging device, not only for car enthusiasts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●

40 playcards in a 130 x 130 mm box
coloured throughout
retail price: € 9,95
ISBN 978-3-96664-541-6
Published November 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

PORSCHE PRICE GUIDE
VOL. 2
by Thomas Wirth
CONTENT:
Finally there is the amended and updated ultimate price guide for Porsche models, which do
actually present the proportionally biggest part of second-hand cars on the market. Though
used, these kind of cars are real classics, oftentimes highly sought after and offered at
astonishing price levels.
Whoever is interested in entering this market, either as a buyer or a seller, cannot afford to
miss this comprehensive price guide, containing current prices supplied by the Classic Data
experts!

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

208 pages
more than 200 photographs
paperback
trim size 210 x 297 mm
retail price: € 19,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-514-0
Publication: December 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

PORSCHE QUIZ BOOK
by Roland Löwisch

CONTENT
Porsche enthusiasts can now test their overall knowledge on this prestigious brand: 100 more
or less difficult questions cover the origin, reputation and quality of Porsche!
This handy quiz book will surely tease your brain and pit your wits against the experienced
editorial crew of PORSCHE FAHRER, Germany’s big Porsche magazine.
Go ahead and find out whether you or your friends can call themselves Porsche experts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
approx. 150 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 148 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-369-6
Published May 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

BMW QUIZ BOOK
by Roland Löwisch

CONTENT
This is the ultimate gift for every BMW enthusiast! The handy quiz book comes with a collection
of 100 more or less difficult questions covering origin, reputation, models and figures from the
history of the famous motor vehicle manufacturer.
Detailed explanations on all questions make sure that also supposed experts will have gained
at least a bit more knowledge about their favourite brand.
Entertainment and fun for all BMW fans from age 5 to 99!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
approx. 150 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 148 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-370-2
Published May 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

FIRE FIGHTER QUIZ BOOK
by Jörg Hajt

CONTENT
Here comes the ultimate quiz book on all things firefighting! Enthusiasts may test their
knowledge on vehicles and equipment of firefighters by facing 100 multiple choice questions
at different levels of difficulty.
A great family entertainment supplying both fun and facts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
approx. 150 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 148 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-368-9
Published May 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

by Udo Paulitz
CONTENT:
With over 850 different tractors and tractors described in detail, the revised new edition of the
successful market leader offers a reliable market overview and at the same time an overview
of well-known and less well-known classic tractor models.
The Tractor Oldtimer Catalogue is the acknowledged standard work with excellent picture
material, current market prices from Classic Data and a wealth of technical data on the
individual models and information on the various brands. Conclusion: an indispensable price
guide through the tractor scene.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
384 pages
approx. 900 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 210 x 297 mm
retail price: € 19.99
ISBN 978-3-86852-792-6
Publication: May 2023
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TITLE INFORMATION

TRACTOR QUIZ BOOK
by Johann Reh

CONTENT
Tractors are by far the most popular of utility vehicles, revolutionizing agriculture by applying
increasingly advanced techniques.
100 multiple choice quiz questions taken from five different areas and covering 80 years of
tractor production and technology will mean an entertaining challenge for tractor fans of all
ages.
Go ahead and find out who’s the true expert in agricultural mobility!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
approx. 150 colour illustrations
softcover
trim size 148 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-303-0
Published December 2021
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TITLE INFORMATION

MEMORY GAME

TRACTORS
by Johannes Reh
CONTENT
We are delighted to offer a new and playful access to the most beautiful vintage tractors – now
available in a colourful memory game!
A great gift for all enthusiasts, regardless of their age!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●

40 playcards in a 130 x 130 mm box
coloured throughout
retail price: € 9,95
ISBN 978-3-96664-540-9
Published November 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
50 YEARS OF INNOVATION
& STYLE
by Frank Thomas Dietz
CONTENT:
When Günther Irmscher (senior) first began converting vehicles for racing purposes almost 50
years ago, he could probably never have imagined what this would develop into. Today the
worldwide operating company has established a reputation for innovative technology
combined with reliable engineering. In addition it also stands for quality, technical expertise
and experience in motorsport. World-famous drivers like Walter Röhrl, Sepp Haider and
Johnny Cecotto succeeded in vehicles customised and tuned by Irmscher.
This representative volume written by Opel expert Frank Dietz depicts the complete 50 years’
history of Irmscher, providing profound background information plus a wealth of fascinating
photo material from the Irmscher archives.
The author Frank Dietz is an acknowledged writer of technical reference books. He has been
working as press spokesperson at numerous big automotive companies, for instance Opel.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

176 pages
more than 150 pictures
hardbound with jacket
trim size 245 x 290 mm
retail price: € 39.95
ISBN 978-3-95843-697-8
Publication: April 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

by Gerhard Siem
CONTENT:
Vespa - for scooters long since a kind of generic term - in all its many versions was and is an
inexpensive means of transport, was and is a nippy zeitgeist vehicle and has achieved cult
status early on. This Italian icon has now been built for over 75 years, and millions have had
and continue to have their pleasure in the agile, chic and likeable scooters.
The new volume shows the complete range of Vespas models: from the original type called
"Paperino", up to the current Sprint, Primavera and GTS models. And of course, the legendary
Ape three-wheelers must not be missing, as well as the other two- and four-wheeled
constructions from the house of Piaggio.
A great gift for numerous enthusiasts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
256 pages
approx.550 mostly colour photos
hardcover
trim size 222 x 275 mm
retail price: € 14.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-586-7
Publication: April 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

MOTORCYCLES
MADE IN GDR
by Uli Böckmann
CONTENT:
The author uses numerous pictures to show the development of the first post-war models up
to modern offshoots such as the E-Schwalbe. Whether Schwalbe, MZ ES models or the
legendary Simson s53, this volume brings together the two-wheeled legends from Eastern
Germany. Many models are cult, numerous meetings, repair tips on the internet and book
guides as well as countless spare parts dealers ensure that the motorised history of the popular
mopeds and motorbikes is not lost.
In addition, he shows the scene and bizarre conversions and tells heartfelt stories of the people
for whom owning a two-wheeler meant real freedom.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

160 pages
many colour images
hardcover
trim size 220 x 275 mm
retail price: € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-574-4
Publication: May 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

by Sven Wedemeyer / Marvin Diehl
CONTENT:
Here comes the ultimate resource packed with know-how on how to weld and braze like a pro,
aiming at beginners as well as advanced.
For all hobby screwdrivers and restorers, the authors provide easy-to-follow and field-proven
step-by-step instructions to all techniques required when dealing with the different welding
methods / procedures.
No matter whether being interested in flame cutting, plasma arc welding or gas metal arc
welding, this comprehensive guide will leave no questions unanswered!
The authors are a motoring journalist and a manufacturer of frames and equipment for BMW
motorcycles, both motor enthusiasts with long-time experience in their subjects.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
256 pages
approx. 600 colour pictures
hardbound
trim size 215 x 302 mm
retail price: € 39.95
ISBN 978-3-96664-542-3
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

HOW TO SPOT
FAKE WATCHES
by Stefan Friesenegger
CONTENT:
Here is the first, comprehensive guide on how to recognize fake watches: What are the actual
characteristics of a counterfeit and how can I really recognise it as a layman? Where are the
watches usually manufactured? Which delivery route do the fakes take into the EU and how
do customs in the country of arrival deal with them? What happens if I travel abroad with a
fake?
Individual criminal cases and their consequences enrich the facts in an amusing way and make
this volume an indispensible adviser for every committed collector of wristwatches!
The author Stefan Friesenegger is a committed watch enthusiast for more than 40 years with
a variety of published books and regular contributions to Armbanduhren magazine.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
176 pages
approx. 280 illustrations
hardcover
trim size 185 x 245 mm
retail price: € 28.00
ISBN 978-3-96664-537-9
Publication: March 2023
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TITLE INFORMATION

WRISTWATCH ANNUAL
2022/23
by PETER BRAUN
CONTENT:
The Wristwatch Annual is one of the world’s leading and most respected authorities for pricing
wristwatches and includes more than 1,200 high-quality mechanical watches, complete with
their detailed specifications.
Since its first publication in 1995 the Wristwatch Annual has established itself as the ultimate
compendium for the wristwatch industry worldwide and has become the favourite reference
book for jewellers, collectors, and all other mechanical wristwatch enthusiasts. In addition to
facts, prices, and information, it features each timepiece beautifully photographed to make
every watch fan’s heart tick a bit faster.

The author Peter Braun is chief editor
of ARMBANDUHREN, the #1
special interest magazine on
Wristwatches in Germany.

Rights sold:
English world, F, NL, TR

SPECIFICATIONS:
344 pages
approx. 1400 full colour pictures
paperback
trim size 210 x 297 mm
retail price: € 19.90
ISBN 978-3-96664-527-0
Published September 2022
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HEEL VERLAG GMBH
Please also ask for our current rights guide on non-fiction titles

COOKERY & GRILLING
HERBS & GARDENING
LIFESTYLE, HOBBIES & DIY

If you like to receive our regular newsletter please send us an e-mail to get on our
mailing list.
Karin Michelberger
k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de
Stephanie Becker-Barth
s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de
Corinna Roeger
c.roeger@heel-verlag.de

If you need any other information, brochures, pdf files or sample copies please don’t
hesitate to ask.

